Wand-Like Interaction with a Hand-Held Tablet Device—A Study on Selection and Pose Manipulation Techniques
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Abstract: Current hand-held smart devices are supplied with powerful processors, high resolution screens, and sharp cameras that make them suitable for Augmented Reality (AR) applications. Such applications commonly use interaction techniques adapted for touch, such as touch selection and multi-touch pose manipulation, mapping 2D gestures to 3D action. To enable direct 3D interaction for hand-held AR, an alternative is to use the changes of the device pose for 6 degrees-of-freedom interaction. In this article we explore selection and pose manipulation techniques that aim to minimize the amount of touch. For this, we explore and study the characteristics of both non-touch selection and non-touch pose manipulation techniques. We present two studies that, on the one hand, compare selection techniques with the common touch selection and, on the other, investigate the effect of user gaze control on the non-touch pose manipulation techniques.
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1. Introduction

Smart devices such as cellphones and tablets are highly suitable for video see-through Augmented Reality (AR), as they are equipped with high resolution screens, good cameras, and powerful processing units. An enabling factor for the application of such devices is the possibility to provide intuitive and efficient interaction. In this article we consider two aspects of interaction, selection [1,2], and 3D manipulation of virtual objects [3,4].

In head-mounted AR, based on devices such as the HoloLens, wands or mid-air gestures can be used to provide direct 3D pose manipulation [5,6] by directly mapping 3D gesture to pose change (Figure 1, left). This is not common for hand-held AR, as the use of wands or gestures requires the user to hold the device with one hand and at the same time limits interaction to the use of only one hand or wand (Figure 1, center). Touch-based on-screen interaction techniques are commonly used in hand-held video see-through Augmented Reality (AR), where a single touch is used for selection and multi-touch gestures are used for manipulation [7,8], see Figure 1, right. Multi-touch techniques provide robust interaction, but they lack the direct 3D connection between gesture and pose. This issue affects primarily selecting in depth and manipulating the third dimension, which is not available on a 2D screen and requires the introduction of 2D metaphors that are mapped to 3D pose manipulation. Touch-based interaction is also affected by finger occlusion and one-handed operation that can potentially increase fatigue.

To enable direct 3D interaction, including on hand-held AR, an alternative is to use the device as a wand [9,10]. This technique enables a direct 3D mapping between the user actions and subsequent
change in object pose. This also enables continuous control while holding the device with both hands, which eliminates finger occlusion and potentially also decreases fatigue.

In this article we explore, study, and refine techniques for selecting and manipulating objects in hand-held video see-through AR, to approach a more wand-like interaction experience.

For selection, we explore the existing wand like selection techniques, and suggest a small modification to an existing device position-based selection technique. We also introduce an alternate technique based on the device’s 3D position. Furthermore, we compare the performance of the modified and introduced selection techniques in a user study. For manipulation we further develop a recent device manipulation technique [11], to keep the object consistently visible throughout transformation changes, and explore its characteristics in a user study, together with the original technique.

The main contributions are

- a description and analysis of touch and non-touch selection and manipulation in hand-held video see-through AR,
- a new approach to selection with minimal touch and hand movements,
- a new use of user perspective rendering together with device pose-based manipulation for fast, precise, and continuous pose control, and
- two user studies comparing both new and existing techniques for selection and pose manipulation in hand-held video see-through AR.

Figure 1. Three examples of Augmented Reality (AR) interaction: head mounted display and wand, hand-held and wand, and hand-held with touch.

2. Related Work

The most important aspects of interaction on hand-held devices can be divided into selection and pose manipulation of objects. This includes both touch-based techniques and alternatives. Recent applications of hand-held AR apply user perspective rendering (UPR) to improve the mapping between what is seen on the screen and around it which also has implications for selection and manipulation.

2.1. User Perspective Rendering

The most straightforward way to setup the view in hand-held video see-through AR is to use the frustum of the device’s back-facing camera to render both the camera view and augmentations on the screen [12–15], device perspective rendering (DPR). In contrast, user perspective rendering (UPR) is achieved by taking both user’s eye position and screen pose into consideration to create a perspective for the user that makes the graphics appear like a real object would if replacing the screen with an empty frame. This reduces the registration error between what is seen on the screen and around the screen. This has been shown to work based on homography [16–18] and with projective geometry [17,19,20]. The UPR view does not rotate with the rotation of the hand-held device, so rotating the device can instead be used for manipulation, without affecting the view.
2.2. Pose Manipulation

There are three classes of pose manipulation techniques for hand-held AR: on-screen multi-touch gestures, mid-air wand or gesture action, and device-based interaction. For an overview of techniques and their characteristics, we refer to a comprehensive review [21] by Goh et al.

Pose manipulation in hand-held AR, with touch-enabled devices, is commonly done using multi-touch on-screen gestures, see for example [7,8,22,23]. While the multi-touch interaction is a useful technique, it has some issues. Performing 2D gestures for 3D pose manipulation requires metaphors for controlling the third dimension, thereby removing the intuitiveness and direct one-to-one mapping. Also, on-screen finger occlusion decreases the visual feedback, forcing the user to hold the device with one hand while performing the gestures with the other hand can increase fatigue, especially on larger and thus heavier devices such as tablets.

A more direct object manipulation can be achieved by using mid-air gestures. Hürst and van Wezel [24] presented the results from two experiments, that indicate that the finger tracking for gesture-based interaction has “high entertainment value, but low accuracy”. Also removing finger occlusion, it requires the user to hold the device with one hand during operation.

As an alternative to wand or mid-air gestures the hand-held device itself can be used as a wand, where movements of the device are directly mapped to the manipulated object, which we call device pose-based manipulation (DM). To our knowledge the first example in the literature was presented by Henrysson et al. where a mobile phone, tracked through its camera with fiducial markers on a table, was used to manipulate objects [9]. Sasakura et al. created a molecular visualization system which is controlled by a mobile device for 6 DoF pose manipulation of the molecules [25]. Tanikawa et al. presented a DM technique that they call ‘Integrated View-input AR’, which they tested in a JENGA-like game [26].

Common to the DM techniques referenced above is that they lock the object to the hand-held device (Figure 2(1a)), and therefore the object is moved with the device as if they are connected via a virtual rod (Figure 2(1b)). The center of rotation is co-located with the device’s center, and thus it is difficult to rotate the object without moving it (Figure 2(1c)). This problem increases with the distance between the object and the device. Mossel et al. presented an alternative DM technique in their HOMER-S application [10]. Their method directly maps the device pose to the object and therefore translates and rotates it with the same amount as the device and in the same direction (Figure 2(2)). This solves the problem that the rotation affects translation, however this approach introduces two other issues. First, since they use DPR, rotating the device rotates the view, and therefore the object will not be visible on the screen for yaw and pitch rotations (Figure 2(2c)). Also, since there is a one-to-one translation mapping, the amount of movement of the object will in perspective look smaller, which results in the object potentially moving out of view because of the large movements during translation (Figure 2(2b)). A hybrid technique was suggested by Marzo et al. [27], which translates the object with the same DM technique as HOMMER-S and rotates it using the multi-touch. This solves the rotation issue of HOMMER-S DM but inherits the multi-touch issues which we discussed above.

In an effort to solve the rotation issues, Samini and Palmerius presented a DM technique they called “Relative-UPR” [11], which applies UPR to resolve the rotation issues with the DPR-based DM techniques. With their method, the object is rotated around its own center and, therefore, is kept in the view (Figure 3c). A comparison was made in a user study, between the DPR-based DM techniques and the introduced UPR-based method, called Relative-UPR, showing mixed results for the two approaches depending on situation. Relative-UPR was shown to remove the issues with the DPR-based DM and continuously keep the object in the view during rotations, however it is unable to do the same when translation is involved in the movement (Figure 3b). As an effort to try to mitigate this problems we suggest a modification that locks the object to the user’s view. We call this Fix-UPR.
Device pose-based manipulation techniques, based on device perspective rendering, are used to move/rotate a virtual cube. (1) Fixed technique: (a) virtual cube is locked to the device when it is selected, (b) moving the device moves the virtual cube as they are connected with a virtual rod and thus the virtual cube stays in the AR view and visible on the screen, (c) rotating the device rotates and also translates the virtual cube making it difficult to only rotate the virtual cube around its center.

(2) Relative technique: (a) virtual cube is selected, (b) the virtual cube is moved with the same amount as the device but in perspective and therefore, it gets out of the AR view and thus not visible on the screen after the movement, (c) rotating the device rotates the virtual cube by same amount around its own center. It is possible to rotate the virtual cube without translating it, however rotating the device rotates the AR view and thus the virtual cube gets out of AR view and will not be visible on the screen.

Relative-user perspective rendering (UPR) device pose-based manipulation technique: (a) the virtual object is selected, (b) the virtual object is moved with the same amount as the device but in perspective and therefore gets out of the AR view, (c) virtual object is rotated by rotating the device, which does not rotate the AR view, and therefore stays in the AR view, (d) changes in the pose of user’s view changes the AR view which consequently moves the virtual object out of the user’s view.

2.3. Selection

When multi-touch pose manipulation is used, it is natural to also use touch for selection, however when using manipulation techniques that do not require on-screen touch, using fingers to select objects reintroduces the occlusion and fatigue issues. There are non-touch alternatives which can be coupled with non-touch manipulation techniques such as DM. Baldauf and Fröhlich presented two alternatives they call “Target” and “Snap Target” [28]. In their application the selection is done on hand-held devices, to activate controls on a larger, remote screen. The Target selection technique uses a centered cross-hair, while the Snap Target applies a dynamic cross-hair that snaps to a control when it is near to the center of the screen. They compared both techniques along with touch selection in a user study, but could not find any significant difference between the selection techniques for task completion time. The number of selection errors, however, were significantly different where touch attained more errors than Target and Snap. Their Target and Snap Target techniques reduce the amount of touch interaction and is suitable to be used with DM manipulation. However, their application is based on 2D selection of controls placed in a plane and therefore does not take into account the issues which are raised from selection in a 3D environment, such as object occlusion.
Tanikawa et al. proposed and evaluated three types of selection they call “Rod”, “Center”, and “Touch”, for their DM technique described above (Integrated View-input AR, [26]). The Rod technique selects an object located at the tip of a virtual rod shown on the screen. The Center technique uses an “aiming point” that is shown at the center of the screen (identical to Target described above), and the Touch is a regular touch selection. They compared these selection techniques in a JENGA-like game. Their results did not show any significant difference of task completion time between the selection techniques. However, overall more users preferred Rod and Center techniques over Touch selection. Both the Rod and Center selection techniques and their subsequent manipulation rely on device movements and thus fit well together.

A potential issue with these techniques occur in applications where multiple objects are selected in sequence: the fair amount of device movement required with the center-based techniques can result in fatigue. Because of this we suggest a minor modification of the center select techniques, and introduce and test an alternative selection approach specifically designed to minimize device movements, thereby also testing the influence of device movements on performance.

3. Modified Interaction Techniques

For the user study, we modified the center-based techniques and introduce a new technique for selection and one for pose manipulation. We call these Center-select, Icons-select, and Fix-UPR, respectively.

3.1. Center Selection

A basic implementation of a center-based selection technique would pick an object when it is at the center of the screen. The snap-target modification increases the reach and reduces the precision necessary when selecting small objects. To further reduce the amount of device movement, an alternative modification is here made that selects the object closest to the screen center anywhere on the screen (Figure 4(left)). In our implementation the actual selection is done by touching at any part of the screen, which is possible to performed with either thumb while holding the device with both hands.

Figure 4. Selecting an object in virtual space. Left, Center-select: the nearest object to the center of the screen can be selected. Right, Icons-select: objects are assigned to icons and are selected by their corresponding icons.

3.2. Icons-Based Selection

To reduce the required device movement when selecting a number of objects in sequence, we introduce the Icons-select method. The technique assigns a number of objects to selectable icons. This provides the user with a list of objects to choose from, effectively moving touch selection to the edge of the screen. We place the icons at either side of the screen, within the reach of the thumb of the user’s dominant hand (Figure 4(right)), so that selection can be made while holding the device with both
hands. To indicate the icon–object relationships each icon is connected to its assigned object by a line. To further indicate the icon–object association each object is highlighted with the same color that is used for its icon and connection line.

It can be argued that a user of the touch-select technique is free to move the device so that the selectable objects end up at the edge of the screen, close to their thumbs while holding the device, so that they can select objects without releasing either hand. Our experience from pilot studies, however, is that users tend to work at the center of the screen.

If there are more objects than the number of icons we suggest choosing the objects closest to the screen center, based on their on-screen projections. The order of icon–object assignments is also important: as illustrated in Figure 5a, the crossed connection lines can reduce the perception of the assignments. A straightforward assignment method finds the most suitable object as illustrated in Figure 5b–d: starting from the top icon, the object with the smallest angle between its icon–object line and screen’s up direction is assigned to each icon. Here, moving the device changes the relative position of the screen and objects, so the icon assignments must be dynamically updated. Hysteresis can be used to make these assignments more stable. A suitable threshold value for our studies was determined in a pilot study.

**Figure 5.** Icon–object assignment in Icons-select technique. $p_1$, $p_2$, and $p_3$ show the projection centers of three objects, on the screen. (a) An example of icon–object crossed lines without the assignment technique; (b–d) avoiding cross lines by assigning the icons, one by one from top to bottom, to the unsigned object with the smallest angle $\angle poy$.

Using more icons gives a larger object pool to select from, but at the same time makes it more difficult to see which icon is assigned to a certain object. We performed a pilot study to determine the convenient number of the used icons and the subjects suggested to use three icons as they believed more makes it difficult to recognize the icon–object assignments and fewer reduces the very purpose of the technique, which is to provide multiple options.

### 3.3. Fixed-View Manipulation

The previously presented UPR based DM technique, Relative-UPR [11], is able to keep the object within the user’s view during rotations, however it is unable to do the same with translations (Figure 3b). To resolve this issue we suggest a new UPR-based DM technique, Fix-UPR. This technique locks the object’s 3D position to its projected position on the screen, as defined by the user’s current UPR-based view, see Figure 6a. Regardless of how the view changes, because of device or head
movements, the object will always be rendered in the same location on the screen (Figure 6b,d). The rotation, on the other hand, is controlled by device orientation: as the device is rotated around the intersection point, the object is correspondingly rotated around its center without translation (Figure 6c). This way Fix-UPR is able to keep the object consistently in the view while manipulating both position and orientation.

Figure 6. Fix-UPR device pose-based manipulation technique: (a) the virtual object is locked to its projection point on the screen. As defined by the user’s view, (b) moving the device the virtual object will always be visible at the projection point on the screen, (c) rotating the device with the center of rotation at the projection point will rotate the virtual object without around its own center. (d) Moving the user’s view will move the virtual object, and thus keeps it consistently visible on the screen at the projection point.

Figure 7 illustrates how an object is transformed by Fix-UPR (from one pose, $o_1$, to another pose, $o_2$). In this technique the orientation and position are controlled in different ways, and are therefore calculated separately. The orientation calculations can be done in, for example, $3 \times 3$ matrix representation of rotation. When the object is first grabbed, its orientation relative to the screen, $R_{\Delta}$, is first calculated as

$$ R_{\Delta} = R_{s_1}^{-1} R_{o_1} $$

(1)

where $R_{s_1}^{-1}$ is the inverse of the screen orientation and $R_{o_1}$ is the orientation of the object. After this, when the screen is rotated, the new object orientation, $R_{o_2}$, is calculated as

$$ R_{o_2} = R_{s_2} R_{\Delta} $$

(2)

where $R_{s_2}$ is the new orientation of the screen after the movement. The object is also moved relative to screen pose changes, which is done through its projection point on the screen. When the object is first grabbed, three things are calculated. First, the objects projection on the screen, $p_1$, is calculated as the intersection between the plane of the screen and the line from the user’s eye and the object. Also, the distance between the user’s eye and the screen point, $a_1 = |p_1 - v_1|$, is needed, as well as the user’s eye distance to the object, $b_1 = |x_{o_1} - v_1|$. After this, when the screen is moved, a new projection point, $p_2$, can be estimated based on how the screen as moved as

$$ p_2 = T_2 T_1^{-1} p_1 $$

(3)

where $T_1$ and $T_2$ are $4 \times 4$ column transformation matrices in homogeneous coordinates for the initial and new screen poses, respectively. Since the screen can be moved closer or further away from the user’s eye, this depth motion can also be used to intuitively move the object in depth direction. Thus, the new position for the object, $x_{o_2}$, is calculated as

$$ x_{o_2} = v_2 + \frac{b_1}{a_1} (p_2 - v_2) $$

(4)
4. User Studies

Two user studies have been executed to determine which DM-based interaction technique has better overall performance. The performance is assessed in terms of speed, fatigue, and accuracy in both studies. The first study focuses on object selection and compare three selection techniques, of which two are DM-based and one is based on touch selection (Center-select, Icons-select, and Touch-select). The focus of the second study is on object manipulation and compare two UPR-based DM techniques (Fix-UPR and Relative-UPR).

4.1. Test Environment and Prototype

Both experiments were performed indoors in an area of $2 \times 2$ m. For tracking of the tablet and user’s eyes we used external optical tracking. This decision is made due to lack of stability and accuracy of the existing internal tracking solutions such as using the device’s camera or Global Positioning System (GPS). We can assume that in the future we can get the same amount of accuracy from the AR internal tracking. The test area was covered by a PhaseSpace optical motion tracking system that uses illuminative LED markers for real-time 6-DoF tracking. The video see-through AR application ran on an off-the-shelf Microsoft Surface-Pro 3 tablet PC. The back-side camera of the device was used for realtime video AR. The LED markers and their driver unit were mounted on a 3D printed cover that was attached to the tablet. The head tracking was provided via a pair of safety goggles, also equipped with LED markers, see Figure 8.

The communication between the tracking system and the tablet PC was provided by VRPN [29] over WiFi. The software was developed using C++, OpenGL, and SDL2 [30]. The camera calibration, image capture, and management were done with OpenCV [31].
4.2. Participants and General Procedure

Both studies were performed in sequence by the same group of 18 test subjects, who were recruited from the university (5 female and 13 male) with age ranging from 22 to 36 (median 30). The order of the studied techniques were completely balanced within each study between the 18 subjects, to minimize the impact of learning effects and fatigue. However, all subjects performed the selection study first and then the manipulation study, to avoid experience of selection in the manipulation study to affect the selection study. The subjects were given time to rest between two studies to minimize the effect of fatigue in the second study.

Upon arrival each subject was asked to fill in a form with their personal information and possible disabilities that were expected to affect the test. We did not find any physical disability or uncorrected vision problem. The test subjects were then given a pre-test questionnaire to input their level of experience with hand-held devices and AR. All subjects were mostly experienced with hand-held devices, some of which reported to be familiar with AR and a few with the UPR.

After completing the questionnaire, a tutor thoroughly described UPR, DM, and the other techniques used in the study. The subjects were trained separately for each experiment before starting the test. The practice finished upon the subjects’ request, when they felt well-prepared for the actual experiment. Each subject first performed the selection study followed by a questionnaire, and then the manipulation study also followed by a questionnaire.

Both studies were started by a touch on the screen, with the subjects standing in the middle of the test area, holding the tablet and wearing the tracking goggles. The test was automated by the application and data were recorded from the start. The study took about 45 min for each subject, including pauses.
4.3. Selection Study

The aim of the selection study was to compare the user’s performance with the different DM and touch selection methods, Center-select, Icons-select, and Touch-select, in terms of speed, fatigue, and accuracy. Therefore, no manipulation is included in this study. The Center-select is DM-based, Icons-select is list-based, and the Touch-select technique was added for comparison, since it is a common technique in the literature.

4.3.1. Expected Outcome and Hypotheses

Our expectations from the analysis of the different techniques during pilot tests include that Touch-select is more difficult to use, since the subjects need to hold the device with one hand. Also, Center-select and Icons-select require less movements of the hand and fingers over the screen than Touch-select, and is therefore faster. Icons-select requires less movement of the device between multiple selections, since the objects can be chosen from a list. The accuracy, on the other hand, may be lessened by the confusion produced from the object-icon connections that may switch as the device is moved. The level of accuracy is expected to be higher with Touch-select due to the direct connection between touch action and selected object. These observations are formulated into the following hypotheses:

**H1:** Subjects will perform the selection task faster with Icons-select and Center-select compared to Touch-select.

**H2:** Subjects will move the device less with Icons-select compared to Touch-select and Center-select.

**H3:** Subjects will perform less wrong selections with Touch-select and Center-select compared to Icons-select.

4.3.2. Design and Procedure

A three dimensional array of virtual cubes are rendered through the AR display. The task for the subjects was to select, one-by-one, the randomly highlighted one (Figure 9). The performance metric was recorded as the time of completing the task (representing speed), the length of the trajectory that the device moved (representing fatigue), and the number of erroneous selections (representing accuracy). These were considered the dependent variables and the selection techniques were the independent variables.

**Figure 9.** The selection test, here performed with Icons-select technique.
The test was done with 27, 5 × 5 × 5 cm virtual cubes that were placed in 3 × 3 × 3 cube formation with 40 cm distance. This distribution of objects, also in depth, introduces occlusion between objects which makes the selection task more difficult, requires the user to sometimes move sideways, increases risk of erroneous selection, increases movement, and also makes the scenario more realistic. The cubes were placed in front of the subjects at the beginning of the test, however during the test the subjects were allowed to freely move around in the test area, even circulating the array of objects. The cubes were gray and randomly turned yellow, one-by-one, to be selected. When correctly selected the cube turned gray and the next was randomly highlighted.

The subjects performed the three tests, Touch-select, Center-select, and Icons-select, in different a order that was perfectly balanced within the group. Thirty selections were performed using each technique, thus 30 × 3 = 90 selections in total. Three randomized sets, one for each technique, determined the order of highlighting. These sets were also balanced with respect to the overall positions and distances between the cubes to select.

The selection test took about 15 min. The subjects were asked to express their preferences in a post-experiment questionnaire after completing the task.

4.3.3. Results

Figure 10 and Table 1 present the results from the selection test. The recorded data were analyzed with repeated measures ANOVA, with statistical significance at \( p < 0.05 \), separately for the task completion time, the amount of device movement and the number of the wrong selections. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test verified that the data were normally distributed, and the Mauchly’s test indicated that the sphericity assumption was not violated.

The task completion time differed significantly between the selection techniques, Wilk’s Lambda = 0.481, F(2,16) = 8.615, \( p = 0.003 \). Post hoc test with Bonferroni correction revealed that the mean task completion times for Touch-select and Center-select were significantly faster than for Icons-select, \( p = 0.031 \) and \( p = 0.002 \), respectively. We did not find any significant difference between Touch-select and Center-select (\( p \approx 1.0 \)).

Figure 10. Results of the selection test. The candles show mean task completion time in seconds, mean distance that the device is moved in meters, and the number of wrong selections for three compared selection techniques. The standard deviation and significance are also indicated.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the selection test. The mean time is the task completion time for all (N) users in seconds. The mean distance is the amount of device movement to complete the task, in meters. The mean error is the number of erroneous selection during the test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Touch-select</td>
<td>64.762</td>
<td>23.951</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Center-select</td>
<td>63.461</td>
<td>18.396</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Icons-select</td>
<td>77.331</td>
<td>18.787</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>Touch-select</td>
<td>7.916</td>
<td>3.534</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Center-select</td>
<td>7.486</td>
<td>2.294</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Icons-select</td>
<td>5.783</td>
<td>1.288</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>Touch-select</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>3.581</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Center-select</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>2.981</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Icons-select</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>2.477</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There was a significant effect, of the selection technique, on the amount of device movement to complete the task, Wilk’s Lambda = 0.548, F(2,16) = 6.6, \( p = 0.008 \). Post hoc test with Bonferroni correction revealed that the distance was significantly shorter with Icons-select compared to both Touch-select (\( p = 0.032 \)) and Center-select (\( p = 0.011 \)). The Touch-select and Center-select did not differ significantly (\( p \approx 1.0 \)).

We could not find any significant effect of the selection techniques on the number of wrong selections, Wilk’s Lambda = 0.916, F(2,16) = 0.0.729, \( p = 0.498 \).

Thus, the results do not support H1, which stated Icons-select will be faster than the other techniques. They do, however, support H2, that predicted that the required device movement for Icons-select would be less than with the other techniques. Also, the results do not support H3, stating that the number of wrong selections would be less using Touch-select and Center-select compared to Icons-select.

4.3.4. Post-Test Questionnaire

The post-test questionnaire was designed to capture the preferences of the subjects. The questions and answers are listed in Figure 11. The subjects were first asked how easy each technique was to learn, where 61% of them expressed Icons-select, 88% Center-select, and 95% Touch-select to be somewhat or very easy to learn. The subjects then were asked how easy each technique was easy to use (physically). A proportion of 50% chose Icons-select, 94% Center-select, and 61% Touch-select to be somewhat or very easy to use. When asked about method fatigue, 45% of the subjects chose Icons-select, 23% Center-select, and 67% Touch-select to be somewhat or very tiring. Then the subjects were asked how natural and intuitive each technique felt. A proportion of 50% found Icons-select, 89% Center-select, and 72% Touch-select to be somewhat or very natural and intuitive. Finally, the subjects revealed their overall preferred selection technique, where 61% of the subjects chose Center-select, 28% Touch-select, and the remaining Icons-select (11%).
4.4. Manipulation Study

The manipulation experiment was designed to evaluate and compare the performance when using the two UPR DM techniques. Relative-UPR, which resolves the issues of DPR based DM techniques as is discussed in [11], is compared with the suggested Fix-UPR technique, which aims to resolve the translation issue of Relative-UPR and, thus, keep the object continuously in the view.

4.4.1. Expected Outcome and Hypotheses

Based on our pilot trials and technical analysis on both UPR based DM techniques, we believe that Fix-UPR resolves the transform issue with the relate-UPR. Fixating the object to the view consistently keeps the object visible on the screen, unlike Relative-UPR. Therefore, we believe, users of Relative-UPR will have to release the object, perform manual perspective corrections, to get it back into view, and then pick it up again to continue the manipulation. Thus, Fix-UPR will lead to faster manipulation and require less movement of the device. These observations are formulated into hypotheses as follows:

**H4:** Subjects will perform the manipulation task faster with Fix-UPR compared to Relative-UPR.

**H5:** Subjects will move the device less with Fix-UPR compared Relative-UPR.

**H6:** Subjects will release and grab objects more with Fix-UPR compared Relative-UPR.

4.4.2. Design and Procedure

The two UPR-based DM techniques (Relative-UPR and Fix-UPR) were compared using a virtual puzzle-solving task. The task was to complete a nine piece puzzle, by placing the pieces at their correct position, with their correct orientation. The independent variable was the interaction techniques and the dependent variables were performance metrics in the form of task completion time (representing speed), the length of the trajectory that the device was moved (representing fatigue), and the
perspective correction count, represented by the number of re-grabs of each puzzle piece before it is docked.

A 60 × 30 cm puzzle board was placed 50 cm away from the user’s starting point, facing the subject. The nine puzzle pieces (20 × 10 cm, in color) had to be moved from a random position onto a completed version of the puzzle (in gray scale), see Figure 12. The back of the pieces had no indication of identity or orientation. To prevent puzzle solving skills of the subjects effect the results, the puzzle was chosen to be very simple. Finding the correct orientation was also facilitated by the rectangular design of the pieces.

The subjects solved the puzzle one time with Relative-UPR and one time with Fix-UPR, with the order balanced between the subjects. Thus, each subject had to dock nine puzzle pieces to solve the puzzle. The randomized sets of puzzle piece poses were balanced to have overall equal transformations needed to solve the puzzle. Based on a pilot study, Center-select was the preferred selection technique, and thus used for picking the pieces.

The subjects started by standing in front of the puzzle board. During the test they were allowed to move around the pieces and the board. When a piece was positioned at the correct position on the board, with the correct orientation parallel to the board, it snapped to its place and became un-selectable for the remaining duration of the test. Suitable amounts of acceptable errors for rotation and translation were determined through the pilot study.

The test took about 20 min for each subject, followed by filling in a post-test questionnaire where the subjects were asked to input their overall preferences for the techniques.

4.4.3. Results

Figure 13 and Table 2 present the results from the manipulation test. Separate repeated measures ANOVAs, with statistical significance at $p < 0.05$, were done on the task completion time in seconds, the device movement in meters, and the number of object re-grabs. The normal distribution of the data has been verified by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test and the sphericity assumption has been confirmed for all ANOVAs.
Figure 13. Results of the pose manipulation test. The candles show mean task completion time in seconds, the mean distance that the device is moved in meters, and the number of object reselects for both compared techniques. The standard deviation and significance are also indicated.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the manipulation test. The mean time is the task completion time for all (N) users in seconds. The mean distance is the amount of the device movement to complete the task, in meters. The re-grab measure is the number of object re-selects to complete the task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Relative-UPR</td>
<td>237.803</td>
<td>103.288</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fix-UPR</td>
<td>187.578</td>
<td>84.557</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>Relative-UPR</td>
<td>22.809</td>
<td>6.638</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fix-UPR</td>
<td>15.17</td>
<td>7.203</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-grab</td>
<td>Relative-UPR</td>
<td>84.67</td>
<td>37.674</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fix-UPR</td>
<td>59.11</td>
<td>29.846</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analysis indicates that the manipulation technique significantly affect the task completion time, Wilk’s Lambda = 0.645, F(1,17) = 9.369, \( p = 0.007 \), in favour of Fix-UPR. There was a significant effect of the manipulation technique on the length of the device movement, Wilk’s Lambda = 0.243, F(1,17) = 53.078, \( p = 10^{-6} \), in favour of Fix-UPR. The number of re-grabs for each puzzle piece was significantly different between the techniques, Wilk’s Lambda = 0.597, F(1,17) = 11.480, \( p = 0.003 \), in favour of Fix-UPR.

The results support all three hypotheses: the subjects performed the experiment faster with Fix-UPR than the Relative-UPR, with Fix-UPR the subjects had to move the device less compared to Relative-UPR, and the number of re-grabs performed by the subjects to complete the task was less with Fix-UPR compared to Relative-UPR.

4.4.4. Post-Test Questionnaire

The questions and answers from the post manipulation experiment questionnaire are presented in Figure 14. A total of 94% of the subjects found Fix-UPR and 83% Relative-UPR to be somewhat or very easy to learn. When asked about ease of use 94% found Fix-UPR and 83% Relative-UPR to be somewhat or very easy to use (physically). A total of 33% of the subjects expressed Fix-UPR and 61% Relative-UPR to be somewhat or very tiring to use. Furthermore, 89% of the subjects found Fix-UPR and 50% Relative-UPR to be somewhat or very natural and intuitive. Finally, the subjects were asked
which technique they preferred as manipulation technique, where 83% chose Fix-UPR and the rest Relative-UPR (17%).

Figure 14. The results from the post manipulation test questionnaire.

5. Discussion

In Sections 2 and 3 above, selection and manipulation techniques are analyzed and discussed based on their principles and inherent behavior. These principles were put to the test in the study presented in the previous section. Some of the results from these studies can be considered to follow the intrinsic behavior of the compared techniques. There are, however, a few aspects in the outcome should be highlighted and some that need closer examination.

5.1. Selection Study

The results from the selection study revealed that Icons-select took significantly more time to complete the task compared to other techniques. We believe that having multiple selection options cost additional time for the test subjects to find the association between icon and the desired object, which is even further increased when the icon–object assignments changes rapidly. This is more of a problem with many objects at close, but decreased by adding hysteresis, which on the other hand leads to a less intuitive order of icon–object assignments. This also may explain why more subjects described Icons-select to be harder to learn and perform compared to Touch-select and Center-select.

The Touch-select was chosen by the subjects to be the most tiring technique. We believe that this is likely because the users need to hold the device with one hand during the test. The statistics revealed that the amount of device movement with Icons-select was significantly less than the compared techniques, which is in contrast with the subjects’ indication of the method being more tiring than Center-select. This, we believe, can be explained by the longer mean task time with Icons-select that overall led to more fatigue.

We predicted that the Icons-select would cause more errors, by providing multiple selection choices. However, the results did not yield any statistically significant difference between the techniques. In our opinion this can be explained by the longer task time with Icons-select, which can mean that the subjects took more time to carefully choose the correct icon, and thus made fewer mistakes. This also agrees with some observations during the tests.

Overall we believe the Icons-select technique is more useful for crowded scenes to select multiple objects in a longer period of time as it is less tiering compared to the other techniques. However in
the applications where speed or accuracy is a priority, the Center-select or Touch-select would be a a better choice.

5.2. Manipulation Study

The statistical results from the manipulation study indicate that Fix-UPR is faster than Relative-UPR. It also required significantly less device movement to complete the puzzle test. We believe the reason is that Fix-UPR consistently keeps the object in the view, while with Relative-UPR the subjects are required to realign the object and the view. This also explains why with Fix-UPR we saw significantly less re-grabbing of the objects. The subjects’ preferences also agreed with the statistical results, indicating that Fix-UPR was easier to learn and use, and also less tiring and more natural and intuitive.

Overall, we believe that adding the gaze control to the device pose-based interaction makes it more robust and useful for most of the hand-held AR applications where the pose of a virtual object needs to be manipulated.

6. Conclusions

For this article we have explored and studied interaction techniques, specifically for selecting and manipulating objects in hand-held video see-through Augmented Reality. For selection, we have explored two techniques that reduce the amount of touch and conducted a user study that compare them and also compare them with a touch selection technique. For manipulation we have further developed an existing technique and explore through another user study its characteristics, together with the original technique.

In the first study we compare the commonly used Touch-select technique with two other techniques that allow the user to hold the device with two hands during the operation and removes the problem with finger occlusion. The compared techniques were Center-select, a technique selecting the object nearest to the center of the screen based on device movements (DM), and Icons-select, a list-based technique that allows the users to select one of multiple objects using icons, and the commonly used touch selection. The study contained 18 participants × 3 techniques × 1 task × 30 selections = 1620 selections in total. The results revealed that more subjects preferred Center-select and chose it as more natural and intuitive technique. Center-select was also statistically significantly faster than Icons-select, however the mean time difference with Touch-select was not significant. The Icons-select technique required significantly less movements of the device compared to both Touch-select and Center-select, and was chosen by the subjects to be less tiring than Touch-select, however the subjects believed Center-select was less tiring than the Icons-select.

The Relative-UPR DM-based manipulation technique, which according to literature performs better than other DM-based techniques [11], has been further improved to resolve its issues with translation, by locking the object to the view. The second study was designed to compare this modified technique, Fix-UPR, with its originally suggested form. The second study contained 18 participants × 2 techniques × 1 task × 9 dockings = 324 dockings in total. The results from the second study show that the subjects overall preferred Fix-UPR, which was also selected as the more natural and intuitive technique. This result is supported by the statistical analysis, where Fix-UPR was significantly faster than Relative-UPR. Furthermore, the subjects selected Fix-UPR to be less tiring, matching the significantly reduced amount of device movement with the Fix-UPR compared to Relative-UPR. The number of re-grabs for each object, which indicates the manual perspective corrections, was significantly less with Fix-UPR. This is explained by its ability to keep the object consistently in the view.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Augmented Reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPR</td>
<td>user perspective rendering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPR</td>
<td>device perspective rendering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoF</td>
<td>degrees of freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
<td>device pose-based manipulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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